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Answer {!! Questions

1. Lisl the four principal layers of the atmosphere in order from the Earth's suface

upwards. Within each of these laye.s, state hou,the temperature varies with height.

(a) The density ofair is 1.2 kg m'3 at thc Earth's surface. Calculare the height oi lhe
column ofair required to exert a lressure of I atmosphere (1x 105 pa; at its basc.

(b) Al constant temperatwe the pressure ofthe atmosphere decreases exponentialiy wilh
hejght according to the equation:

P-Po e-r'h where Po is the pressure at the Earth,s surtrce.

Given thal P at a height of 5 km is approximarely 0.5 po esiimate the height at which

P will have fallen to (1/8) Po.



2. Define the terms solar constant, planetary albedo and Green house effect.
The energy received by any pla[et is inversely proportional to its distance from the srm.

(a) Calculate the solax constant for the planet Venus, given that the meall distance of
Venus from the Sun is 72% ofthat ofthe Earth.

(b) If the albedo of Venus is 0.76, calculate the temperatu.re of the apparent surface (the

top of the cloud layer that oovers the planet) by considering the overali .adiation
balance ofthe planet.

(c) Suppose that all the un-reflected solar radialion passes through the cloud layer and is

absorbed at the planet's surface, and the cloud layer radiates equally well in the

upward and downward direction.

i. Draw a diagram to show the energy flou/s within the Venusians' atmosphere.

ii. Ilence use an energy balance argument to estimate the suface temperatme of

iii. The real suface temperatur€ ofvenus is estimated to be about 700K. Discuss

reasons for the discrepancy between this value and the one you have

calculated.

(Solar constant ofrhe Earth -1352 W m-2 and Stefan constant (o) =56.7 n W m 2 K-4)


